ESCHATOLOGY: “Daughter, your faith [in My three-year ministry] has made you well”; that in My future forty-year Messiah ministry will ...
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“Daughter, your faith [in My three-year ministry] has made you well”; that in My future forty-year Messiah ministry will make all gods, as Tat Tvam Asi.”* (June 1, 2021)

Sunshine questioned, "I don't under Quantum!?" Moonshine replied, "SHRI MATAJI !"* (May 29, 2021)

* “You are all Gods.” During his lifetime, Jesus didn’t call himself God and didn’t consider himself God, but Son of God as all of us are That ……….. sons and daughters of GOD ……… sons and daughters of THE MOTHER. Except your own father, there is no FATHER. THE MOTHER has no husband or partner or associated with anything remotely dualistic. Tat Tvam Asi is that: “The supreme divinity, Lalita, is one’s own blissful Self.” Bhavana Upanishad 1.27 ’ShE alone is Atman. Other than Her is untruth, non-self. Hence is She Brahman-Consciousness, free from (even) a tinge of being and non- being. She is the Science of Consciousness, non-dual Brahman Consciousness, a wave of Being-Consciousness-Bliss. The Beauty of the three-great-cities, penetrating without and within, is resplendent, non-dual, self-subsisting. What is, is pure Being; what shines is pure Consciousness; what is dear is Bliss. So here is the Maha-Tripura-Sundari who assumes all forms. You and I and all the world and all divinities and all besides are the Maha-Tripura-Sundari. The sole Truth is the thing named ‘the Beautiful’. It is the non-dual, integral, supreme Brahman.” Bahvricha Upanishad 1.5.

We are Tat Tvam Asi, that particle-wave duality of non-dual Being-Consciousness-Bliss that is SHRI MATAJI.”

May 29, 2021

Hi All,

Intro to: The Mind and Manifestation - (The Rise of the Inaccessible One) – Part 1 – (29/5/21)

Those who re-framed Jesus' message altered its flowing quantum nature by surrounding it with ‘belief' blocks. The belief system itself became an obstacle to the message of salvation/self-realization:

“No doubt the intentions of those who re-framed Jesus' message were good, but unfortunately the belief system they created has served an absolutely perfect set of blocks to our spiritual empowerment, and to our own evolution as masters of the quantum field.”

Jesus had been accessible to people.

He started out as an itinerant (wandering from place to place) preacher in Galilee and Judea. He was accessible to many people. Jesus’ teachings empowered and healed people.

For example, Jesus said to a man with an affliction: “Arise, take up your pallet and walk.” And immediately the man became well, and took up his pallet and began to walk (John 5:8-9).

It’s described firstly, that the man becomes well, and secondly that he then takes up his pallet and walks. There is a lesson in this. The mind has to be healed/changed/altered, before the body can respond.

When Jesus found him afterwards in the temple, he said: “Behold, you have become well; do not sin anymore, so that nothing worse may befall you” (John 5:14).

It was this man’s desire to be healed after 18 years, and his belief in himself to heal arose in the presence of Jesus, who helped to heal his mind from the sins of the past.

That is how the quantum field works and why we, too, can work in such a field, that exists. This field is a field of waveforms. These waveforms are the “paramchaitanya” (the power surrounding us) as the Hindus call it.
What that means, is that everything is connected. For example, the desire of the man to be healed and Jesus’ desire to raise the man’s belief in himself and his ability to heal – are connected.

When Jesus healed he ‘entangled’ himself (to borrow a physics terminology) with the person he helped to heal. For example, in one instance he said to the woman: “Daughter, your faith has made you well” (Mark 5:34 NAS.), which shows that it was not just about Jesus healing, but the woman had a part to play in her healing too.

Jesus never exalted himself in such a manner as, “Look, I have healed this man!” or “Look, I have performed a miracle!” He knew it was a two-way street. He wouldn’t have wanted it to be a one-way street, because that would not have been a true healing of the heart and mind.

The organizers have made it seem that Jesus’ healings have been a one-way street, with all glory going to Jesus. This is not the case. In each case, it is a two-way entangled quantum touch or healing that happens.

Healing can come in everyday life between people today, when Love transfers from one person to another. A lot of people can be ill because they are lacking in Love. Above all, Jesus had the power of Love – the kind of Love that helped people to believe in themselves and their own healing, the kind of Love that helped people to know who they really were, in the realm of God’s kingdom.

Unfortunately, the organizers made Jesus quite unattainable, which is the exact opposite of the way Jesus really was, but we are rectifying that in this present age:

“ ... The more Jesus was exalted the farther away and more unattainable his purposes for us became. It constituted the ‘Rise of the Inaccessible One’.”

Love to All,
Violet


(p.71) Almost a century ago Dr. James Allan Francis [22] made the following well-known statement about Jesus in one of his sermons:

“All the armies that have ever marched,
All the navies that have ever sailed,
All the parliaments that have ever sat,
All the kings that have ever reigned, put together,
Have not affected the life of mankind on Earth
As powerfully as that one Solitary Life."

If that is so, it’s all the more important to ensure that Jesus’ influence was what HE would have wished his influence to be. I think we can say without apology, it has not turned out that way ... because his less than three-year public ministry, to all intents and purposes, failed, in the sense that he didn’t get through to those closest to him, who were the ones who in the end handed on their understanding of his message.

Jesus is generally regarded as the person who has done the most to alter human history for the better. We date our calendars from the year we believe he was born. All of history goes back and forward around the date of his birth. And yet, even if Jesus is the most significant individual in the whole of human history – what do we really know about him? (p.72) And is what we think we know even true? Or is it the situation that we have been fed censored versions of his life and teachings, for God knows whatever number of reasons?

Christians believe that Jesus has a ‘unique significance’ in the world. But some of the things that have been believed about Jesus down through the centuries, and are still believed today, would surprise him more than any of us. One of these beliefs is that he was conceived by the Holy Spirit; and that he was born of a virgin who, by the way, was not a virgin just in his conception, but remained a virgin during his birth as well. Quite an interesting conception, at least from the physiological point of view.
Christian doctrines also include the beliefs that Jesus performed miracles, that he founded a Church and that he died by crucifixion as a sacrifice to achieve atonement with God. As if that weren’t enough, he rose from the dead just to show them he could, and then ascended to heaven in a blaze of clouds and light. Furthermore, he’s coming back a second time to teach everyone a lesson because of what they did to him. But where Jesus himself would probably be taken by surprise most of all is that the majority of Christians worship Jesus as the Incarnation of God the Son. He began to be spoken of as the second of three Persons of the Blessed Trinity, who are distinct from each other, but not separate – not a plural but a singular three. A baffling puzzle, to say the least.

Without too much exaggeration we can begin to suspect that the views of what Jesus was and is underwent an enormous amount of change as time went by. Jesus got a lot of really major promotions, during the first 350 years after his Passion.

He started off as an itinerant preacher in Galilee and Judea and then he became regarded as the expected Messiah; although I don’t ever remember Jesus saying he was the Messiah.

Then he was graduated to being the Son of God, although again, I don’t ever remember Jesus saying that he was the Son of God without accompanying it by the statement, “You are all Gods.” [23] He certainly didn’t go around campaigning to have people accept either of those former two fundamental statements from St. John’s Gospel. He was on to more.

Then he was promoted to divine status in his own right due to his Resurrection.

Not only that, he then became regarded as someone who had pre-existed his life as Jesus. He actually did pre-exist his life as Jesus, but not in the sense that is believed by Christianity today.

This ‘pre-existing Being’ came down to Earth and incarnated as a human. Eventually he became regarded as the Incarnation of the Word of God, a Divine Being who existed with God the Father before all things came into existence, and it was through Him that God created the entire physical universe ... not just this Earth.

These are a lot of promotions to get, even spaced out over 350 years. Jesus himself was probably the most surprised of all to hear about this collection.

The problem is that these beliefs, that on the face of it seem to superficially exalt Jesus, are in fact the most powerful and effective barriers to our own empowerment that could ever be imagined. This is why I have deliberately given you this rather tedious list of “promotions” that Jesus received, as they emerged over the first 350 years of Christianity, and in the chronological order in which they were first applied to Jesus.

It is not hard to see that as each of these stages was reached, Jesus became more remote, more difficult to imitate, more inaccessible and more utterly removed from anything that we are. As he rose up, we sank down into more unworthiness, more guilt and more fear. In short, if we contemplate this list, the more Jesus was exalted the farther away and more unattainable his purposes for us became. It constituted the ‘Rise of the Inaccessible One’.

So it was that the person who came here to make a huge break with what had happened in human history up to that time, especially in Judaism, had his message, and everything that he stood for, turned on their heads. No doubt the intentions of those who re-framed Jesus’ message were good, but unfortunately the belief system they created has served an absolutely perfect set of blocks to our spiritual empowerment, and to our own evolution as masters of the quantum field. (p.74) Ironically, the picture of Jesus evolved by the Church in the first four centuries very effectively blocked us from imitating him, which, unfortunately, was what the heart of his message was about.

Scroll One – The Mind and Manifestation, Chapter 3, The Labyrinth of the Mind, (p.71-74)

Notes:

May 29, 2021
"All the armies that have ever marched,
All the navies that have ever sailed,
All the parliaments that have ever sat,
All the kings that have ever reigned, put together,
Have not affected the life of mankind on Earth
As powerfully as that one Solitary Life."

I find it difficult to move past the above extraction as humanity (Hindus, Sikhs, Buddhists, Jains, atheists) in particular, and Christians (Jews, Muslims) in general, are far from understanding that one Solitary Life.

After nearly a year at HALF THE SKY group I sometimes feel uncomfortable repeating again and again about the Age that has Come, Paraclete, only ears that hear, etc, etc, i.e., cliché. (a phrase or opinion that is overused and betrays a lack of original thought.)

However, it is the only way for those with ears here to break free from both the fossilized Christian and non-Christian mindset that is an almost unsurmountable impediment to the Truth that will set you free as history has repeated itself:

"If that is so, it’s all the more important to ensure that Jesus’ influence was what He would have wished his influence to be. I think we can say without apology, it has not turned out that way ... because his less than three-year public ministry, to all intents and purposes, failed, in the sense that he didn’t get through to those closest to him, who were the ones who in the end handed on their understanding of his message.”

It is beyond comprehension why and how dangerously close to annihilation is the message of Jesus today as, despite the Paraclete’s sustained fifty-year public ministry, to all intents and purposes, failed, in the sense that She didn’t get through to those SY’s closest to Her.

It is no different at this early budding of HALF THE SKY group. If we do not work to persevere against the odds till 2050, the same fate will befall on us too.

However this pariah dog assures all that he will continue licking all phlegm off the Savior’s sandals as we are all protected and stand behind the line the Savior has drawn in the eschatological sands of the Age that has Come. If you understand how Quantum Mechanics works then 2050 is already influencing 2021.

It is all about our consciousness merging with Consciousness to manifest the consciousness that the One Solitary life wanted to manifest 2000 years ago in a ministry of less than three years! We may be a few here today but decades lie ahead for many to join.
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